MANUU to host AIPTA conference from February 5

CITY BUREAU
Hyderabad

The 36th conference of All Indian Persian Teachers Association (AIPTA) will be held at Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU) from February 5 to 7.

The conference is being held on the topic 'Contribution of Deccan (India) to the Persian language and literature'.

According to Professor Shahid Naukhaz Azmi, local secretary, AIPTA and Head, Department of Persian (MANUU), the aim of the conference was to promote and popularise the importance of Persian language and literature.

All Persian teachers, scholars and liberal patrons of the universities, colleges and institutions of higher learning can attend the conference.

For details contact Professor Iraq Raza Zaidi, general secretary, AIPTA through an e-mail: iraq_raza@yahoo.co.in, iraqrazazaidi@gmail.com or call Md. Rizwan on 09844963518 and Dr Junaid Ahmed on 08803732935.